
ORANGE BELT POCKET STUDY GUIDE 

One-Step Sparring 
 

1. Move right in a cat stance with a right open hand palm block.  
      Horse stance to center with a reverse punch. 
      Move left in a cat stance with a left open hand palm block.   
      Horse stance to center with a reverse punch. 
2. Step back in a front stance with a left high block.   
      Grab the wrist, pull towards your belt, punch to the face. 
      Step back in a front stance with a  right high block.   
      Grab the wrist, pull towards your belt, punch to the face. 
3. Step back in a front stance with a right high block.   
      Grab the wrist, pull towards your belt, punch to the face. 
      Step back in a front stance with a left high block.   
      Grab the wrist, pull towards your belt, punch to the face. 
4. Move right in a cat stance with a left in-to-out middle block.   
      Horse stance to center with a reverse punch. 
      Move left in a cat stance with a right in-to-out middle block.   
      Horse stance to center with a reverse punch. 
5. Move left in a cat stance with a right in-to-out middle block.   
      Horse stance to center with a  reverse punch. 
      Move right in a cat stance with a left in-to-out middle block.   
      Horse stance to center with a reverse punch. 

COURTESY - Respect each other by being polite and kind. Respect your instructors and 

always be helpful.  

Forms 
 

Taegeuk Ee Jan 
 

Techniques 
 

 Side kick 
        - Front leg 
        - Rear leg 
        - Step through 
 Hook Punch 
 Combinations:  
   Jab / reverse punch /  
           front snap kick 
   Back fist / ridge hand /  
           roundhouse kick 
   Side kick /reverse punch 
     

Good Stances 
 

 Front stance - toes forward, feet 
shoulder width apart, back leg locked 
with heel on the ground, front leg bent 
so you can’t see your knee, back up 
straight, chest forward, head up. 

 Back stance - front toes forward, back 
toes at 90° angle, feet approx  2 1/2 
steps apart, knees slightly bent, chest 
pointing to the side, head facing front. 

 Walking stance - toes forward, feet 
approximately 1 of your own foot 
lengths apart in width and length, 
knees slightly bent, back up straight, 
chest forward, head up. 

 Cat stance - Outside toes forward, 
inside toes at a 90° angle, 1 of your 
own foot lengths apart, inside foot 
with heel up, resting on the ball of 
foot., outside leg straight.  

Good Blocks 
 

 Down block - Bring the blocking hand all 
the way up to the opposite shoulder.  
Slide the blocking hand down the arm 
and  end in a block with a tight fist, palm 
down,  1 fist away from the bent leg. 

 Middle block - in-to-out - “Grab the 
sword” with the blocking hand from the 
opposite side of your waist.  Slide the 
blocking hand under the arm and end in 
a block with a tight fist, palm facing you 
and in line with shoulder height, elbow 
down, arm forming a “V” so ribs and 
face can be easily blocked. 

 Middle block - out-to-in - Bring the block-
ing hand to your ear with palm facing 
front and elbow out.  Swing the arm  

    forward, turning wrist with a snap so   
    palm ends facing you.  Elbow is down. 

 High block - “Scoop the ice cream” with 
the blocking hand and slide up the  

    underside of the arm.  Snap the wrist so      
    palm is facing out above your head.   
    Arm should be at a 45° angle to head,  
    1 fist away from your ear and 1 fist away   
    from the top of the head. 
 

Remember: 
The hand that is not doing anything 
should end in a tight fist at your belt. 
 
You are always blocking with the meaty 
part of your arm.  Keep a tight fist on the 
blocking hand in order to make  
everything as solid as possible.   
 
Done correctly, a block can be just as 
effective as a strike.   

Bringing it all Together 
By the time you test for green belt, you will have learned most of the basic tech-
niques that will act as building blocks as you move to an intermediate level.  We will 
now begin to really sharpen up your beginner skills and focus on small  
improvements in each technique.  If we told you everything you had to work on at 
white belt, it would be overwhelming.  There are 11 belts between white and black, 
so we use each one as a foundation for your next required forms and techniques. 

As an orange belt you are the highest 
level beginner!   Congratulations, your 
next step will be an Intermediate Belt! 

Reference 
Don’t forget that the Dover  
Dragons Beginner  DVD  
is a very handy resource.   
As you learn new material, you 
should always review your  
previous belt  requirements. 



   

It is important to remember that for each promotional test you must be able to do all forms, 
controlled sparring, and techniques that you have been previously tested on, better than you did it 
for your last test! 

REQUEST FOR PROMOTION  
  

Orange Belt to Green Belt 

Taegeuk Ee Jan 
ttern #4 

Student Name: _______________________________________ 

 
SWAT member:  I verify I saw this student perform the above requirements without help or hesitation and 2 
underbelt forms and 2 Underbelt controlled Sparing. I will write his/her name in black on the testing Board. 
 

SWAT signature: _______________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

Student:  I am confident with my new material, I am aware that I may be asked to perform any or all of the 
material I have previously been tested on, and I need to perform it better than I did at the previous belt level. 
 

Student signature: _______________________________________________________ 
 

Examiner’s score: 

 

1-Step Sparring #5 

Examiner’s score: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Examiner Comments: 
 
 
Signature:     Date: 

1-Step Sparring #1 

BREAKING (list) 
 

FORMS CONTROLLED SPARRING 
 

SPARRING (Control, combos) 

TECHNIQUES (list) 

Step through Side kick 

 

1-Step Sparring #2 

1-Step Sparring #3 

1-Step Sparring #4 

PREVIOUS REQUIREMENTS (student may be asked to perform any or all of these) 

 

 

Basic Pattern #1   

  

3-Step Sparring #1-5   

 Taegeuk Il Jan   3-Step Sparring #6-10   


